Set up the tutorial map as shown below. Assemble the character units as shown on page 2 of the Instruction Manual, in
the section called “Setup and play”.
For tutorial purposes, stack the decks as follows:
1. After shuffling the Mage Spell Cards, put the spells “Meteor” and “Geocycle” on top of the deck, in that order.
2. Put the card “Secret Stash” on the top of the Land Exploration Card deck.
3. Ensure the Mountain tile under Player 2’s Explorer has a “I” symbol underneath (exchange the tile if needed).
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Action Phase: each unit takes 2
unique actions, or travels twice.
For your Soldier’s first action, move him up onto the Fortress. He is the first unit to land on this special tile, so he gains the Fortress’s discovery
bonus – he now defends automatically. Put the square Fortress token in one of the “Equipment” slots on your Soldier.
For his second action, attack the Archer within range 1 (any space immediately up, down, left or right from the Soldier’s current tile) by rolling
the six-sided die (D6), and reduce the Archer’s Health by the number indicated on the die. For tutorial purposes, pretend you rolled 3. Change
the Archer’s numbered Health Token from 5 to 2.
Your Peasant will start by harvesting Spice from the Desert. He could harvest 1 resource, or use the four-sided die (D4) to harvest more than
one, and risk failure (occurs on a roll of 4). Roll the D4, pretend you rolled 3 and collect 3 Spice tokens. For your Peasant’s second action, move
him to the Prairie tile in the corner.
Your Mage begins with one Mage Spell Card (Meteor), and his first action will be to cast it. Place the card in front of you face-up, and reduce
your Mage’s Spirit by the Spirit cost indicated on the card (3). You will cast the spell on the Explorer. Roll the D6, and pretend you rolled 2. The
Explorer loses 2 Health. Change her numbered Health token from 4 to 2. Since you have now cast a unique spell (one that you have not cast
before), you have earned a Prosperity Point (shown on the top-right corner of the spell card). Keep the card face-up in front of you to show that
you’ve earned this point. Your Mage’s second action will be to defend, since he is within the range of your opponent’s Archer. Put a defend
token in the appropriate slot on your Mage. Defending reduces damage taken by 1, and lasts until your next turn (remove the token then).

Buy Phase: hire new units, promote or retrain existing units, and/or buy spell cards.
Use one Spice to learn a new Mage spell. For tutorial purposes, choose the spell called “Geomance”. Keep it face-down until you cast it on a later
turn (face-up spells show Prosperity Points you have earned from casting those spells).

Action Phase
Start by moving your Archer to the Academy. She discovers this special tile and gets a discovery bonus – immediately promote her to
Marksman. Your new Marksman’s second action will be shooting one of your opponent’s units. She has range 2-3, which means she can only
shoot units 2 or 3 spaces away from her (if the Soldier was still beside her, she could not shoot him). Let’s try to shoot the Mage.
Shoot by rolling the D4. She does not miss since she has been promoted. For tutorial purposes, pretend you rolled 4. The Mage was defending,
so he takes 4-1 = 3 damage. He only had 3 Health, so he is defeated (remove him from the board). By defeating a unit, you earned a prosperity
point. Put one Prosperity Token with the word “defeat” in front of you.
Player 1 has lost his only Mage, and leaves his spell cards exactly as they are. He gets them back upon hiring a new Mage (instead of him
drawing a new Mage spell). He still has 1 Prosperity Point from casting Meteor, which remains face-up. Geomance remains face-down.
Your Peasant’s first action will be harvesting. He can harvest 1 resource or roll the D4 to try to harvest more. For tutorial purposes, pretend you
rolled 4. He fails on 4 since he is a basic unit (not promoted), so he doesn’t get any Corn. As your Peasant’s second action, move him to the Desert
to the left.
Your Explorer will start with flipping the Mountain tile she is standing on. You can see the symbol “I” on it, which means you draw one card
from the Land Exploration deck. For tutorial purposes, pretend the card is “Secret Stash”. Keep the card covered for now; you will use it later.
When you use it, you will not only gain a bonus indicated on this card, you’ll get one Prosperity Point as well. You can see the Prosperity Point
symbol with number 1 in the top-right corner of the card. As your Explorer’s second action, move her to the Lagoon. She is the only character
that can land on Lagoons, but Swashbucklers (promoted Explorers) can search Lagoons.

Buy Phase
You don’t have any resources, so you can’t hire or promote any units.
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Action phase
1.

2.
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Start with your Peasant. Try to harvest Corn
from the tile you’re on. You can harvest 1 Corn
or roll the D4. Pretend you rolled 3 on the die
and collect 3 Corn. For his next action, you
can decide where to travel. If you think you
need another Soldier or maybe an
Archer, you can go to the Mountain and
on (your next turn) collect some Nickel. If
you decide you need more Spice (e.g. to
buy more spells), go to the Desert.
Your Soldier will travel to the Forest and attack
the Archer. Roll D6 and pretend you rolled 4.
The Archer has only 2 Health left, so she is
defeated. You get one Prosperity Point – put one
Prosperity Token with the word “defeat” in front
of you.

Buy phase
You have enough resources to hire a new Mage – do it, and assemble your new unit. Put him next to any of your existing units. You also
regain your Spellbook (all your spell cards) instead of drawing a new Mage Spell Card.

Action phase
1.

2.

Start with your Explorer. Move her to the Forest and then search it (flip the tile). If the card is a trap, you need to show it to other players
and do what the card says. If the card is a treasure, you either reveal it or save it for using later, depending on the treasure type (shown
in the bottom-left corner of the card). Equipment treasure cards have corresponding equipment tokens for them.
Your Peasant will first travel to the Forest. Then he can harvest some Oak. This time you can just harvest 1 Oak instead of rolling the die.

Buy phase
You have enough resources to promote your Explorer to Swashbuckler. Pay these resources and put the Promotion token in your Explorer’s
Promo slot. You also need to increase your Swashbuckler’s Health by 1 (flip your Explorer’s reference card - as you can see, Explorer’s Health
is 4 and Swashbuckler’s Health is 5).
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It’s up to you!
Player 1, you have a new Mage with a nice
spell to use, and a strong Soldier who can
continue to defeat your opponent’s units!
Player 2, you have a good Treasure card –
use it to get some gems, and hire a Soldier
or Archer to fight back!

Good luck!
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